
TANUKI MURA 



INTRODUCTION
Tanukis are real and rare raccoon dogs from Japan. 
These furry creatures are frequently mentioned in 
Japanese folklore and are known for their magic and 
mischief. The superpowers of Tanukis come from their 
balls, and they can transform into anything or anyone. 
They are also a well-known character in the online 
gaming culture, showing up in titles like Super Mario 
ÒĹô��ƖĚú�JĹƥĹĚŰƗȡ

Tanukiverse is an original Japanese multimedia IP 
that celebrates Tanuki and its rich culture.
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We are a community dedicated to preserving 
regional folklore that shapes one's identities 
and personalities. We are fascinated not only 
by the art of storytelling, but also by the 
subtle realisation that regional narratives 
become a powerful agent in the formation of a 
community's identity.

Regional folklore, on the other hand, is 
disappearing, and we are witnessing a 
cultural and community erosion. We are on a 
mission to preserve these cultural identities 
through modern storytelling and community 
building tools.

Tanukiverse is an attempt to preserve the 
Japanese folklore of the Tanuki. 
Unfortunately, many other regions and tribes 
worldwide have lost their folklore and 
cultures to time. Tanukiverse aims to create 
an infrastructure to help promote and restore 
the forgotten and nearly-extinct folklores 
from around the world.

 Who are we?



For ages, Tanukis have had a strong presence 
throughout Japan. Tanuki statues are 
everywhere, from izakayas to grocery stores, 
pathways to combini shops, temples and shrines. 
Additionally, there are paintings, haikus and 
manuscripts dating back hundreds of years, 
depicting Tanukis' presence in the society.
      
In Japan, three massive Bake-Danuki temples 
commemorate the stories of the powerful Tanuki 
gods. Their Tourism Department has also used 
Űĕú� îŸĮŰŸŠÒĮ� ŧĚĎĹĚƥîÒĹîú� Ńč� �ÒĹŸīĚ� ŰŃ� ŧúŰ� Ÿŝ�
various real-life experiences, shops, and 
installations on the islands of Sado, Tokushima, 
Kyoto, Iwate, and Chiburijima, among others.

Kisarazu, a city in Chiba 
prefecture, is said to 
have been extensively 
ruled by Tanukis. This 
demonstrates Tanuki's 
widespread popularity 
and cultural importance 
among the Japanese 
people.

TANUKI IN JAPANESE CULTURE

TANUKI STATUES IN THE CITY OF KISARAZU. TANUKI STATUES OUTSIDE HOUSES & SHRINES IN SHIGARAKI

TANUKI SHRINES AND TEMPLES ACROSS JAPAN.



Blue Tanukibi Red Tanukibi Green Tanukibi

Shibaemon Danzubouro Tasubouro

BAKE-DANUKI GODS

The Bake-Danuki gods maintain the Tanukiverse's peace and harmony. No 
other religion or god exists in the Tanukiverse, and everyone must follow 
the Bake-Danuki gods' rules.

The most powerful Tanukis in the Tanukiverse are the Bake-Danuki gods. 
They worship the Moon God and derive their energy and zen from the 
moon, as do all other Tanukis.

Ta-clan logo Nu-clan logo Ki-clan logo

God of wealth, party 
and fortune - gypsy, 
gung-ho and generous 
with their offerings and 
powers. The followers 
of this God come under 
“Ta” clan, and possess 
a blue colored Tanukibi 

God of power, wrath 
and agility - well built, 
strong willed and 
ƥúŠîú� ƑĚŰĕ� ŰĕúĚŠ�
offerings and powers. 
The followers of this 
god come under “Nu” 
clan, and have a red 
colored Tanukibi

God of health, zen 
and intelligence -  
wise, calm and happy 
with their offerings 
and powers. The 
followers of this god 
come under “Ki” clan, 
and have a green 
colored Tanukibi

THE THREE-BAKE DANUKI GODS  PLAYING CARDS IN THE WEE HOURS ON A FULL MOON NIGHT



 
The legendary Tanukis possess a variety of intriguing 
characteristics. But there's no doubt about which is 
the strangest and most unusual: the magical expanding 
scrotum.  Tanukis are depicted using their 
nutbags as sails for boats, cloaks to smother an enemy, 
ƥŧĕĚĹĎ�ĹúŰŧȢ�ŸķíŠúĮĮÒŧȢ�ŧƑĚķķĚĹĎ�ŝŃŃĮŧȢ and so on. 
The balls have nothing to do with sexual prowess. 
Instead, Tanuki balls are famous in Japan for their 
ability to "stretch" money and have become popular as 
good luck charms and wallets.

In the context of Tanukiverse, the Tanuki NFTs have a 
ball trait with three different variations and stand for:

- Fearlessness 
- Unapologetically thyself 
- Gung-ho 
- ALLY (Supporting LGBTQ+)

SHAPESHIFTING
Shapeshifting is the primary 
power in the Tanuki arsenal. 
Tanukis can shapeshift into 
almost anything, but they prefer 
to shapeshift into humans.

Season 1 of Tanukiverse is a 
journey to relive this magical 
Japanese folklore and gradually 
shapeshift back into Tanukis.

TRAITS & MAGICAL ABILITIES OF TANUKI

The 3 paintings on the right are a 
depiction of  Tanukis using their balls to 
conjure various magical spells and use 
their scrotums for Sumo wrestling,  
sheltering from the cold &
ƥŧĕĚĹĎȡ



1. Minato Chan
Minato Chan is the main character of 
Season 1. This season, she embarks on a 
journey to shapeshift back into her Tanuki 
form. Throughout the journey, she learns 
about the rich history of Tanuki through a 
variety of exciting experiences and 
gameplays. Players get to experience 
Tanukiverse through her eyes, memories 
and experiences.

Gameplay roadmap of season 1 - Tanukiland 

TANUKIVERSE : MEET THE CHARACTERS



2. Sarubobo
Sarubobo (さるぼぼ) is a red human-shaped Japanese 
amulet doll particularly popular in Takayama, Gifu 
tprefecture. The doll has no facial features and is 
available in a variety of sizes & colors.

Sarubobo helps Minato Chan explore and experience the 
Tanukiverse. Players receive personal Sarubobo in the 
form of NFTs. The Sarubobo NFT unlocks some unique 
experiences throughout the game.

Sarubobo Hunt is a game experience in which Minato Chan 
searches for her own unique Sarubobo by following the tones 
of the bells. The game is live on Tanukiland. 



4. METANUKI
Metanuki is an astral Tanuki who 
travelled many light years to meet Minato 
Chan in the present day Tanukiland. 

Metanuki is a mecha artform inspired by 
a rare Tanuki statue discovered in Shiga 
Prefecture.

3. TANUKIBI
Tanukibis are ghosts of light 
that resemble large balls of 
ƦŃÒŰĚĹĎ� ƥŠúȡ� �ĕúƗ� ÒŠú�
ŝúŠîúĚƐúô� Òŧ� ƥŠúȺíÒĮĮŧ�
conjured by Tanuki.
 
Players encounter Tanukibi at 
ŧĚĎĹĚƥîÒĹŰ�ķŃķúĹŰŧ�ŰĕŠŃŸĎĕŃŸŰ�
the Tanukiverse.

SARUBOBO IN TANUKILAND Tanukiverse tribute to the Ghibli Movie - My neighbour Totoro



Gameplay roadmap of season 1 - Tanukiland 

TANUKI DENSETSU
Tanuki Densetsu is our community 
driven manga and anime production 
house.

It is an open collaborative space 
where artists from diverse creative 
ƥúĮôŧ�îÒĹ�ŝÒŠŰĚîĚŝÒŰú�ÒĹô�íŸĚĮô� Űĕú�
Tanukiverse together. We support all 
artists and provide a ready economy 
in which they can participate and 
earn a consistent income; while also 
accumulating patrons for their 
respective skills and artforms.

A PANEL FROM THE MANGA - “THE PROPHECY” COVER PAGE OF THE MANGA - "THE CHOSEN ONE"

STILL SHOTS FROM THE ANIME  - “THE PASSAGE”



GINZA（銀座）

= +
TANUKILAND（タヌキランド） （本土）HONDO

TANUKILAND
Tanukiland is a virtual island country in the sea of Japan. Tanuki NFT holders are 
citizens of the country, and other NFT holders are welcome to visit the country on a 
tourist or business visa. Tanukiland is a direct democracy with equal representation 
for all citizens in policy initiatives and governance. 

Tanukiland has two major provinces:

GINZA - Ginza is the capital of Tanukiland. It is a popular upscale shopping, gaming and entertainment 
district that is always bustling with tourists, artists and merchants.

HONDO - Hondo is the mainland of Tanukiland. The mainland has three clans devoted to the Tanuki gods. 
The clans compete for resources and invest their earned wealth in Ginza.



All Tanuki NFT holders 
are the citizens of 
Tanukiland and possess 
this passport.

GOVERNANCE
Tanukiland has a Direct Democracy in which 
citizens - Tanuki NFT holders - have a say in 
key governance and policy initiatives. Tanuki 
DAO is the community where all 
discussions and decisions are made fairly 
and transparently. 

To propose a new bill or amend an existing 
policy, the applicant stakes a predetermined 
amount of Tanuken - Tanukiland's currency - 
while the proposal is being considered. 

Following the staking proof, the applicant 
submits the proposal and initiates a 
discussion thread in order to achieve a 51% 
approval rate from Tanuki NFT holders. When 
a decision is reached or the proposal 
reaches its time limit, the staked tokens are 
released.

Non-Tanuki NFTs can visit Tanukiland in two 
ways:

Tourist Visa: All NFT holders across Blockchains 
can enter Tanukiland directly. Players with a 
tourist visa can participate in the experiences 
and gameplays at Ginza, Tanukiland's capital.

Business Visa: NFT holders can breed with Elixir 
to obtain new business visa NFTs. Players with a 
business visa can participate in the Hondo - 
Mainland gameplay and host experiences and 
earn rent in Ginza.

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

TANUKI ELIXIR
Elixir is a smart contract for NFT breeding that 
allows players to obtain business visa NFT. 
Tanuki NFT holders can produce elixir and earn 
a percentage of the breeding fee.



THE NFT COLLECTION

Wealth 
Currency 

storage power
BALLS

Health/Fertility

FOOTWEAR
 Speed 

Weapon
Damage

CLOTHES 
 Occupation: 

Royal, Samurai, Settlers,
Ronin, Ninja, Ainu, Kami

PERSONALITY
Happy - Health ++
Evil - Damage ++

Awakened - Magic ++
Amused - Speed ++

ZEN LEAF
Conjure magical powers

HEADGEAR
 Stealth/Protection

SAKE SATHCEL
Liquor Holding

BADGE
Genesis Tanukinators

NFT-TRAITS 

Tanukibles is the collection of 9999 
Tanuki NFTs. 

Tanuki NFT design is inspired from 
Tanuki statues found throughout Japan. 
The NFTs are made up of 130 
ĕÒĹôȺôŠÒƑĹ� ŰŠÒĚŰŧ� ŰĕÒŰ� ĎĚƐú� ŧŝúîĚƥî�
roles and powers to NFTs in Tanukiland

TANUKIBI CARD
Clan Type

 



TANUKIBLES NFT SUPPLY

伝奇的

先祖

忍者
浪人

王立
武士
村民

創世記

無敵

アイヌ

神

 GENESIS         Settler  
                     
                     

   
 LEGENDARY      Senshi 
                      
                     
 
ANCESTRAL        Ainu       

INVINCIBLE        Kami 

  CATEGORY         TYPE      SUPPLY   TA     NU     KI

4002      1334    1334    1334
3000      1000   1000    1000
  999       333     333     333

699        233       233     233
600        200      200     200
501         167       167　    167

189         63       63        63

    9          3         3         3　

（タ）　  （ヌ）　  （キ）

戦士

further subdivided into types, 
which indicate their role in 
Tanukiland.

A total of 9999 Tanuki NFTs will be dropped in 
multiple trenches. The NFT collection is divided into 
four rarity categories: genesis, legendary, 
ancestral, and invincible. These categories are 

Samurai
Royal

Ronin
Ninja



Ginza hosts curated experiences and games 
that are hypercasual in nature. Individuals or 
communities can host their own experiences in 
addition to Tanukiverse-curated experiences. 
Some of these experiences are free 
to participate in, while others require Pebbles 
and Tanuken.

GINZA : TANUKILAND CAPITAL

Tanukiverse games:
・Sarubobo Hunt 
・The Last Sprint

Hypercasual games:
・Tanuki Casino Tournament
・Smash Karts
・Land.io 
+14 more

Experiences:
・Tanabata festival celebration
・Web3 Bootcamp
・Densetsu - Manga & Anime gallery

Games and experiences can be hosted by third 
parties such as indie game developers, 
communities, NFT projects, and other users.

・All NFTs can take part in 
Ginza games and 
experiences, to earn/spend 
Tanuken & Pebbles.

・Tanuki and Business visa 
NFTs can earn Tanuken & 
Pebbles by hosting 
games/experiences.

・Non-Tanuki NFTs by default 
have tourist visa.

CAPITAL MODEL

EARN PEBBLESSHOWCASE
EXPERIENCES

HOST EVENTS

Key Features of GINZA : 

NON
TANUKI
NFT

Taタ

Nuヌ

Kiキ

TOURIST VISA

TANUKI NFT

BUSINESS VISA

Host/Participate

Participate

Host/Participate

TANUKENS/PEBBLES

GAMES + EXPERIENCES

Ea
rn
/S
pe
nd

Everai, Azuki and Divine Anarchy NFTs in Tanukiland. 



Royals have natural psychic abilities as well as 
powerful, analytical minds. They can be capable 
allies or deadly foes with a commitment to honing 
their craft, depending on whether they believe 
you are worthy of their company. Royals use an 
impressive arsenal of spells and illusions to 
manipulate the fabric of reality and outwit their 
opponents.

Samurai are tenacious warriors who have sworn to 
serve their gods in exchange for a share of their 
celestial power. Samurai are self-righteous and 
stubborn warriors who use superior weaponry to 
ŝŠŃŰúîŰ�ŰĕúĚŠ�îĮÒĹ�čŠŃķ�ŃŸŰŧĚôú�ĚĹƦŸúĹîú�ÒĹô�ƥĎĕŰ�
to reclaim control of sacred lands. Samurai charge 
fearlessly into battle, armed with devastating 
weapons and an unwavering conviction that their 
valour will be greatly rewarded in death.

Settlers are adept at harnessing the power of 
earthly divinity to manipulate the forces of 
nature, thanks to their extensive ancestral 
knowledge. They are rarely seen outside the 
boundaries of their clans. These skilled martial 
artists are experts at learning new weapons and 
ƥĎĕŰĚĹĎ�ŧŰƗĮúŧȢ�čŠúşŸúĹŰĮƗ�îĕÒĹĎĚĹĎ�ŰĕúĚŠ�ŰÒîŰĚîŧ�
in combat to match their opponents.

ROYALS

 SAMURAI

SETTLERS

・Tanuki NFTs and Business Visa 
NFTs are participants of 
Mainland - Combat strategy game.

・Each player NFT is a member of a 
clan and competes for 
resources with other clans' teams.

・Players can earn Tanuken by 
successfully completing combats 
or unlocking loot boxes.

・Mainland players can host 
experiences and games in 
Ginza - Tanukiland’s capital.

 MAINLAND MODEL

Taタ

Nuヌ

Kiキ

BUSINESS VISA

TANUKI NFT

EXR

Ea
rn
/S
pe
nd

breed with EXR

Earn Tanukens

ROYAL

SAMURAI

SETTLER

TANUKENS

MAINLAND COMBAT
STRATEGY GAME

NON
TANUKI
NFT

HONDO GAMEPLAY
Hondo is a multiplayer combat 
strategy game in which players 
form teams of Royal, Samurai, 
and Settler Tanuki NFTs and 
compete for resources with 
rival clans.

Each team is a part of a clan 
formed under the three 
Bake-Danuki gods.

Ta-clan logo Nu-clan logo Ki-clan logo



TANUKENOMICS
TANUKEN (NUKI)
Tanuken is a Polygon ERC 20 
token with a total genesis 
supply of 1 billion tokens. It is 
Tanukiland's national currency, 
and is used in all transactions 
within the Tanukiverse 
ecosystem.
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VESTING SCHEDULE

TANUKEN ALLOCATION

Airdrop to pebble holders: 
Burn and redeem Tanukens.

250,000,000 (25%)  

In-Game drops:
 Players can earn Tanuken 
through various gameplays 
and experiences within the 

Tanukiland.

300,000,000 (30%) 50,000,000 (5%) 

Listing(DEX + CEX) 
35,000,000 (3.5%) 

Public Sale
15,000,000 (1.5%)  

Private Sale
150,000,000 (15%)  

Reserves 
50,000,000 (5%)  

Team Reserves: Early contributers of Tanukiverse
150,000,000 (15%) 

Marketing 

Taxation: New Tanuken release = 2% of total quarterly 
velocity of Tanuken

PEBBLE (PBL)
Pebble is the internal community 
token of Tanukiverse. Pebbles can be 
earned by participating in games, 
experiences, and community 
activities across Tanukiverse. The 
pebbles are distributed across 
discord, twitter, gameplay, website, 
and in-person events.



This model maps the exchange of resources 
and functions among various segments of 
Tanukiverse. 

❶ Tanukiland is accessed via a Tanuki or 
Non-Tanuki NFT, and players earn or lose 
Tanuken or Pebbles depending on the game.
❷  The Dao governs Tanukiland and earns 
revenue from in-game asset sales, elixir, and 
game pool commissions.

❸  The Dao maintains a healthy swap ratio
between Tanuken and Pebbles.

❹ Tanuken can be staked or traded via 
treasury or exchange.

❺ All players become members of Tanuki 
Dao.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW



Tanukiverse is an open metaverse in which all NFTs, regardless of type, collection, 
or blockchain, can participate. Non-Tanuki NFT that breeds with Elixir produces 
a new NFT with characteristics of both their original NFT and Tanuki NFT.

NFT PARTNERSHIPS

BABY TANUKI & BABY GOBLIN SHARING A McGoblin BURGERAN INVISIBLE FRIEND ENTERING TANUKIVERSE WITH
A TANUKI SUIT

AN ONI SUIT 
DERIVED FROM 
THE   FEATURES OF 
A TANUKI

GOBLIN SPOTTED IN TANUKILAND



TANUKIDANI FUDOIN TEMPLE
Tanukiverse season 1 episode 4 will include a virtual reality 
tour of the Tanukidani Fudoin Shrine in Kyoto. The 
partnership is structured to give Tanukiverse the 
copyrights to the shrine and landlord Tanuki God. The 
partnership will generate engagement and revenue for the 
privately funded shrine.



TANUKI MURA 
CERAMIC VILLAGE

Tanukiverse collaborated with Tanukimura ceramic village in Shiga 
prefecture to sell Tanuki-themed merchandise and artifacts. This, 
in turn, provides international exposure and earning opportunities 
for a variety of Tanukimura artists. This merchandise can be found 
in Tanukiverse's Pebble Bay area.
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Sandeep Nailwal
Co-Founder, Polygon Technology

DCF GOD
Degen NFT Collector

Moses Stone
Music Artist and Performer

Mo Joshi
Founder, AZADI Records

Shala Haruka Iwaskow
Musician and choreographer



TANUKIVERSE IN IRL EVENTS
Tanuki community regularly attends and hosts IRL events to 
develop a warm connection with community members and 
evolve the community organically.
 
1. Tanuki wall painting at Cryptovilla cafe. 

2. Namaste NFT 2022 - Bangalore. 

3. NFT NYC 2022 

4. Consensus 2022
5. Tanukiverse AR Treasure Hunt.



MERCHANDISE
Tanukiverse has a cool line of 
merchandise that includes T-shirts, 
poster frames, manga booklets and 
AR magnets.

Tanukiverse is also collaborating with 
a well-known sake manufacturer in 
Japan to launch Tanukizake, a Tanuki 
line of sake. Sake plays an important 
role in Tanuki folklore. Our community 
can also take virtual guided tours of 
sake factories organised by the
manufacturers.

X



TANUKIVERSE DISCORD
The Tanukiverse Discord is a very calm, 
laid-back chill zone that is also very happening. 
We organise daily events on Discord to keep our 
community engaged and entertained, and we 
see people participating every day in order to 
earn rewards in the form of pebbles. 

Furthermore, we often organise various AMA 
sessions with different servers in order to 

reach out to a larger community and ed-
ucate ourselves in the world of web3. 

We also have a Warrior Program inte-
grated, which enables the keen contrib-
ŸŰúŠŧ� ŰŃ� ĕŃĹú� Ò� ŧŝúîĚƥî� � ŧīĚĮĮ� ŧúŰ� ÒĹô�
assign them tasks to complete, allowing 
them to meaningfully contribute to the 
project while earning passive income.



Tanukiverse would also like to explore partnerships with zoos and national parks in Japan such as Higashiyama Zoo 
and Asahiyama zoo which are working towards conserving Tanuki and making them pettable.

We as Tanuki lovers would like to work towards this cause of Tanuki preservation and allocate funds from the 
Tanukiverse treasury to these organisations to fecilitate their functioning and help make ends meet for the Tanuki.



PARTNERSHIPS

Game studios: 
Tanukiverse community is 
primarily composed of 
gamers who are very bull-
ish on the Explore-to-earn 
concept of the game. 
Hence partering with es-
teemed creative game stu-
dios to bring out various 
aspects of Tanukiverse in 
the gaming format is an es-
sential roadmap feat.

NFT PROJECTS: 
Ű¾ú�ÒĮĮ�īĹŃƑ�ĕŃƑ�ôĚčƥîŸĮŰ�ĚŰ�Ěŧ�ŰŃ�íŸĚĮô�
Ò�îŃķķŸĹĚŰƗȢ�ÒĹô�ĕŃƑ�ôĚčƥîŸĮŰ�ĚŰ�Ěŧ�ŰŃ�
keep that community engaged, enter-
tained, and motivated once it has 
been established. All NFT projects are 
welcome to visit Tanukiland and 
curate their own Casinos, Mini Games, 
Shops, and other multimedia experi-
ences. We respect all NFT projects 
that are driven by a mission and are 
building communities in a collabora-
tive metaverse. We'd like to collabo-
rate with you and begin creating 
experiences for Tanukiland right away 
- let's kick off Tanukiland - the world of 
possibilities with a bang!!

Manga: 
Manga has been an essential Japa-
nese artform which gave birth to 
�ĹĚķúȡ� pŸŠ� ƥŠŧŰ� ŧúÒŧŃĹ� ķÒĹĎÒ�
itself speaks of our love for the 
artform. We readily plan to create 
further stories of Tanuki through 
the manga artform, and seeking 
partnership through various comic 
creators and similar organisations 
where we promote upcoming bud-
ding artists and dojinshis alike, 
and promote their artwork 
through our mangas. 

ANIME: 
Tanukiverse has been in touch 
with various anime studios and 
would like to see the lore of 
Tanuki unfold through an anime 
series. Chimera, the Creator of 
Tanukiverse is a part of the 
anime industry in Japan. 
Through these collborations, 
Anime studios could also open 
exclusive shops in Tanukiland 
for their fans to rejoice in the 
anime centred commuinities.



ENTERING JAPANESE MARKET 

High Spending Power of Individuals
More than half of Japan's population 
has a net worth of more than $100,000.
More than 85% of the population has a 
net worth of more than $10,000. According to our 
research on statistics for gaming industries across the
world, Japan has the highest revenue per user 
at around $300 USD.

NFT Market Potential
The NFT market potential in Japan is 
currently estimated to be around $4 
billion. 

On the other hand, current market 
penetration is only around $200 million.

Taking Tanukiverse into the Japanese 
market gives us an early mover advantage, 
as the market is slowly opening up to vari-
ouos NFT projects based on local folklores.

Culture of owning Anime IP 
In 2021, $9 billion in anime IP was  
sold in Japan, with an increasing 
number of people purchasing
merchandise and digital 
collectibles related to various 
animes.

Entry into Highly Local Ecosystem.
For outsiders, the Japanese 
ķÒŠīúŰ�Ěŧ�ôĚčƥîŸĮŰ�ŰŃ�ŝúĹúŰŠÒŰúȡ

Tanukiverse's Japanese roots and 
highly local nature make it ideal for 
Japanese adoption.

Tanukiverse's potential in Japan is 
strong, thanks to the established 
team members working from 
Japan.

Tanukiverse, we believe, has a great opportunity to capture the Japanese 
target market. Aside from the fact that Tanuki is a Japanese creature 
with a rich folklore, there are several other key factors, which are listed 
below:



We are a group of passionate 
creators, developers, gamers, writers, 
and marketers. We have contributors 
from across the globe.

JAPAN INDIA USA

UK GERMANY AUSTRALIA

ART & DESIGN
KUSHAGRA KUSHWAHA

・Anime creator @MAPPA,
 @David Productions,@J.C.Staff
 @Geno　Studio 
・Concept Artist @Studio
  Seven,@Nihodo Media
・Pecha-Kucha Presenter 2019
・IIT  Guwahati 2012-2016

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
ABHISHEK ARUN

・Co-Founder @Stic Stac, AR   
content creation platform  
・Consultant 
 @Deloitte Consulting, @EY
・Business Development  
 Manager @That Food Co.
・ISB Hyderabad 2018-19
・BITS Pilani Goa 2009 -2014

TOKENOMICS & OPERATIONS
PRAKHAR SHARMA

・Founding Engineer
 @CoinSwitch Kuber,
・Lead Engineer 
 @Cognitive Scale
・CEO @Touch Analytics
 (acquired by enter.health in
 2016)
・BITS Pilani Goa 2011-2015

MARKETING & PARTNERSHIPS
JALAJ CHHABRA

・Production Data Team Lead &
 Client Relations @Anshu 
 Enterprises 
・Senior Business Analyst @MiQ 
・Director of Designing 
  @Sparking Up
・BITS Pilani 2011-2015

 TEAM TANUKIVERSE
The team has a total of 15 members:

ART & DESIGN :        3
ENGINEERING & TECH :     3
MARKETING & PARTNERSHIPS : 4
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT :   1
TOKENOMICS & OPERATIONS :  2
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT :    2

ENGINEERING & TECH 
VAIBHAV AGRAWAL

・Software Development  
 Manager @Amazon
・Software Developer @Nucle-
us Software Exports Limited
・IIT  Mandi 2009-2013

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
SHANTANU ROJATKAR

・Adjucnt professor @Cathe-
dral High School
・Adjunct professor @El Paso 
Community College
・University of Texas, El Paso 
2015-2019
・Wilson College, Mumbai 
2012-2015



TANUKI ARE RISING
狸が上がってる


